Social activities display bursty behavior characterized by heavy-tailed inter-event time distributions. We examine the bursty behavior of airplanes' arrivals in hub airports. The analysis indicates that the air transportation system universally follows a power-law inter-arrival time distribution with an exponent α = 2.5 and an exponential cutoff. Moreover, we investigate the mechanism of this bursty behavior by introducing a simple model to describe it. In addition, we compare the extent of the hub-and-spoke structure and the burstiness of various airline networks in the system. Remarkably, the results suggest that the hub-and-spoke network of the system and the carriers' strategy to facilitate transit are the origins of this universality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Considerable attention has been paid to the dynamics of social activities and networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The availability of a large amount of data has recently enabled researchers to analyze the detailed structures of social activity patterns. Burstiness has recently been considered as a fundamental pattern of social phenomena: the probability density functions (PDFs) of interevent times (IETs) of many social activities are characterized by heavy tails. This is evidence of the non-Poissonian nature of social activities, which indicates that each social activity is strongly correlated with other activities. The heavy-tailed structure of the IET distribution is well-approximated by a power-law tail with an exponential cutoff p(τ ) = e −τ /τ 0 τ −α , where α is an exponent of the power law [6, 7] . This structure is universally observed in various phenomena including human activities, such as sending emails and library loans [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , and natural phenomena, such as a neuron's interspike [13] and an earthquake's shock intervals [14] . Furthermore, the bursty behaviors of systems have a strong influence on the collective phenomena in their networks [15] [16] [17] [18] . The effect of bursts spreading processes on networks, has recently been studied empirically, numerically, and analytically [19] [20] [21] [22] . These studies indicate that burstiness is a significant factor in understanding social phenomena on networks.
Moreover, proposing reasonable explanations and models for these activities has been a significant issue [23] . One such model describing bursty behavior is a queueing model in which an individual prioritizes some important tasks based on the assumption that humans have a wide range of tasks and attempt to deal with the urgent ones immediately [8, [24] [25] [26] .
Another possible explanation is a cascading Poisson process with a circadian rhythm. Once one engages in an action such as sending an e-mail, one continuously repeats the action for a while although the initiation of the actions is independent of other actions; this is called a cascading non-homogeneous Poisson process. Malmgren et al. proposed a model in which agents start a cascade of actions at a rate determined by their circadian rhythms [27] . Jo et al. claimed, based on empirical data analysis, that human mobile phone communication has bursts without a circadian rhythm [28] . Some argue that bursts stem from the memory effect [29] [30] [31] . However, these possible explanations of bursty behaviors in social phenomena are difficult to apply to components of social systems such as the air transportation system.
The air transportation system has attracted considerable attention because of its im-portance to mobility. This system consists of hubs and spokes and has small-world and scale-free characteristics [32] [33] [34] . The assortativity, multiplexity, and epidemic spreading in the network all have been the themes of recent studies [35] [36] [37] . In addition, constructing resilient air transportation systems is of utmost importance to our society in terms of reliability. The influence of the air transportation network structure on robustness against perturbations has been analyzed [38, 39] . In addition, the bursty arrival of airplanes is a cause of traffic congestion in the air transportation system [40, 41] . This is a significant source of destabilization in the system. It is necessary to study the extent of burstiness to assess its effect on the system. Nevertheless, the burstiness of the air transportation system is not well understood. In particular, understanding the bursty behavior in hub airports is of significance because airplanes' arrivals are concentrated in hub airports due to their small-world characteristic.
Therefore, in this paper, we first analyze the inter-arrival time probability distributions of airplanes in U.S. hub airports. Arrivals of airplanes in each hub airport correspond to events and the inter-arrival time is called the inter-event time (IET) in this analysis. We found that the IET distributions of airplanes in U.S. hub airports follow power-law tails with an exponent α = 2.5 and an exponential cutoff. The extent of burstiness is assessed by the cutoff value of the power-law. Next, the origin of the universal bursty behavior is studied.
We study the origin of burstiness using a simple model and identify that it originates from airlines' strategy to facilitate transit at hub airports. Moreover, we analyze the relation between each airline's network and the extent of burstiness of the airplanes' arrival behavior in its hub airports. The result indicates that the hub-and-spoke structure of the network is important in the bursty behavior of the system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the empirical data of airplanes' arrivals are studied. We reveal that the IET distributions in hub airports are power-law distributions with an exponential cutoff. In Sec. III, we investigate the origin of this universally observed characteristic by proposing a model describing airlines' strategy to facilitate transit. In Sec. IV, we discuss the relationship between airline networks and the extent of burstiness in their hub airports. Section V provides to the conclusion. 
II. UNIVERSAL BURSTINESS IN EMPIRICAL AIR TRAFFIC DATA
In this section, we discuss burstiness of airplanes' arrivals using empirical data. We analyze the IET distributions of airplanes in the 10 largest hub airports in the U.S. based on passenger boardings in 2014 (see Appendix A for details on the dataset and data processing).
The number of arrivals from all airplanes are counted for each airport. In Fig. 1 , the CCDFs of the IETs in three major hub airports are shown. In this paper, the horizontal axis is the IET divided by the average of the IET, τ / τ . According to the figure, it is universally observed that distributions follow power-laws with an exponent α = 2.5 and an exponential cutoff as
where τ 0 denotes the cutoff value.
We assess the cutoff value τ 0 as follows: consider a theoretically tractable model following an inhomogeneous Poisson process. Such a process is a system whose events occur at a timedependent rate f (t), with each event occurring independently [42] . Let us define a model whose event rate is given by
as the Sine model, where a ∈ R and n ∈ N are parameters and N represents the average number of total events in a trial. The system starts and ends at the times t = 0 and t = 1, respectively. Hereafter, we discuss the Sine model taking the limit as N → ∞. In this case, the CCDF of the IET of the Sine model is approximately given by a power-law distribution with an exponent α = 2.5 and an exponential cutoff when τ is large, regardless of parameters other than a = 0 (constant event rate). τ 0 depends only on the parameter a and is given by τ 0 = 1/(1 − a) (see Appendix F for details). Using this result, the logarithm of the theoretically calculated CCDF of the IET of the Sine model is fitted to the logarithm of the empirical data. The IET distribution of the Sine model is uniquely determined when a is given, since the result is independent of n. Then, we obtain fitted parameter a and calculate τ 0 . In addition, we introduce a as another metrics for the extent of the burstiness and call it the burst strength parameter. The parameter a is utilized to assess the extent of burstiness of the IET distributions in terms of the amplitude of the event rate, with 1 − a representing the minimum event rate. The larger the extent of the burstiness, the larger both the cutoff value and burst strength parameter are.
The theoretically obtained CCDFs of the Sine models for the parameters fitted with the empirical data are also shown in Fig. 1 . Theses lines agree well with the empirical data including the cutoff area, which indicates that the assumption of an inhomogeneous Poisson process and an event rate f (t) = Na sin(2nπt) + 1 (0 ≤ t ≤ 1, N → ∞) is valid for fitting the empirical data to the model. As fitting to the Sine models is an appropriate method for assessing the extent of burstiness in the air transportation system, we utilize this method throughout the paper.
The burst strength parameter, a, and the cutoff value, τ 0 , of the power-law distribution of 10 hub airports are shown in Table I . Each airport's IATA code, the state in which it is located, its number of arrivals, its main carrier, and its main carrier's share are also shown.
The table shows that the cutoff value of airports located in a wide range of areas in the U.S.
is large, which indicates that the IET distribution of arrivals in these airports have bursty behaviors. The extent of burstiness in these airports is universally large, although they have differences in terms of the main-airline-operating airplanes, locations, and passengers' destinations (each airport's cutoff value is slightly different; see Appendix B for the analysis of this difference in the cutoff value among hub airports.) This clearly shows that the mechanism generating this universal bursty behavior exists in the air transportation system.
III. ORIGIN OF BURSTINESS IN THE AIR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM A. Description of transit facilitation
In this section, we discuss the origin of the universally observed bursty behavior. The mechanism behind the bursty behavior in the air transportation system is different from the explanations of bursty behavior in other systems. First, we consider a factor that affects the To achieve these conditions, the following facilitation strategy is adopted: all possible whose arrival rate is given by a function of time, f (t). First, we mention the scheduled arrival rate f schedule (t) and then we remark on the actual arrival ratef (t), with considering the schedule and the delay.
The scheduled arrival rate has local peaks at the arrival-concentrated time, which describes the transit facilitation strategy mentioned above. Let µ i denote the ith arrival concentrated time. We assume that these peaks of the scheduled arrival rate can be modeled by the delta function δ(t−µ i ). The scheduled arrival rate is 0 except at the arrival-concentrated time. This is the extreme case of the concentration of airplanes' arrivals. This assumption is valid when the peakedness of these peaks is high enough. The scheduled arrival rate is given by f schedule (t) = i c i δ(t − µ i ) (i = 1, . . . , n), where c i are constants.
Let us discuss the actual arrival rate f (t) of the Normal distribution model. We consider the effect of randomness upon modeling. Although pilots aim to reach the destination at the scheduled time, the actual arrival time is delayed by randomness based on the weather, other airplanes, and so forth. Negative delay times indicate early arrivals. The arrival delay time distribution can be modeled by a normal distribution with a mean of −2.73 min and a standard deviation of 13.75 min according to analysis of the empirical data [45] . Thus, we assume that the delay time distribution is given by the normal distribution N (µ delay , σ 2 )
where µ delay = −2.73 min. and σ = 13.75 min. The actual arrival time is spread out following normal distribution. Considering the scheduled arrival rate and delay distribution, the actual arrival rate is given by the mixture of the normal distributions
Let us mention the fitting process of the Normal distribution model to the empirical data. We fit the empirical data for the amount of scheduled arrivals to delta functions f schedule (t), and then calculate the actual arrival rate f (t). First, we divide the time space of the empirical data into subregions and set a peak in each subregion (see Appendix C for details). In Fig. 3(a) f (t)dt = 1. The fitting result of the arrival rate of the Normal distribution model using the empirical data in the ATL case is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The time is rescaled to 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
C. Results of model analysis
Let us discuss the simulation result for the Normal distribution model. In Fig 4, t =t i , between two consecutive peaks of normal distributions in Fig. 3(b) . The event rate,
2 ) asymptotically at this point given that µ i+1 − µ i is sufficiently small compared with σ i . If the event rate is a quadratic function, the CCDF of the IET follows a power-law tail with an exponent α = 2.5 [31] . Thus, the Normal distribution model can generate this IET distribution. This result indicates that the assumption of the Normal distribution model that transit facilitation is a factor affecting the airplanes' arrival behavior is indeed the fundamental mechanism of the bursty behavior in the air transport system.
The universality of the bursty behavior originates from the robustness of this mechanism against variations in the scheduled arrival time distribution; the reason for this robustness is discussed. The peakedness of the peak of the arrival rate distribution is notasso high as a delta function because very high traffic concentrations should be avoided because of limited traffic capacity. In addition, the arrival delay time distribution is asymmetric [46] .
These two factors affect the scheduled and actual arrival time distributions. However, the exponent of the power law in the IET distribution of the model remains 2.5 as long as the value, τ 0 , of the power-law distribution in these airlines' main hub airports. N , E, and S denote the number of nodes, edges without multiple edges, and edges with multiple edges, respectively.
q and s denote the average node degree and strength, respectively. l , C , and r denote the average shortest path length, average clustering coefficient, and degree assortativity, respectively.
G(q) and G(s) denote the degree and strength Gini coefficients, respectively. FSCs and LCCs are
characterized by small and large cutoff values, respectively.
delay time distribution is given by a smooth function since the event rate is expanded as a quadratic function at the local minimum points in this case. In addition, time intervals between two consecutive peaks in the event rate does not greatly affect burstiness for the same reason.
IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIRLINE NETWORKS AND THEIR BURSTY BEHAVIORS
The air transportation network is made from sub layers, and these sub layers are defined as each airline's network [36] . The bursty behavior in an airport stems from each airline network's burstiness. We discuss the relationship between the airline networks and the extent of burstiness. We study the networks of seven major airlines in the U.S. and the extent of burstiness of the airplanes' arrival behavior in each airline's main hub airport In Table II , the basic properties of each airline network, the burst strength parameter, a, and the cutoff value, τ 0 , of the power-law distribution of the arrival behavior in its main hub airport are shown. The table shows that the five highest-and two lowest-ranking carriers in terms of the extent of burstiness are full-service carriers (FSCs) and low-cost carriers (LCCs), respectively. Only FSCs are characterized by the power-law tails of the IET distributions.
This indicates that the types of carriers affect the extent of burstiness.
We investigate the reason for the difference in the extent of burstiness. The network structure of the air transportation system and the extent of the burstiness of its arrival behavior are strongly associated. The networks of LCCs are characterized by point-to-point networks, which are similar to the complete graph [47] . In this type of network, the necessity of transit is low, since most nodes are connected with each other. By contrast, the networks of the FSCs follow a hub-and-spoke structure, which results from the necessity of the transitfacilitation strategy. Figure 6 shows the relationships between the degree Gini coefficient, G(q); the strength Gini coefficient, G(s); and the burst strength parameter, a. The Gini coefficient can quantify the extent of the hub-and-spoke structure and accurately capture the characteristics of the FSCs' and LCCs' networks [38] . The figure shows that the Gini coefficients and burst strength parameter are positively related, indicating that the larger the extent of the hub-and-spoke structure, the more bursty the arrival behavior. This figure supports the above reason as to why only the arrival behaviors of FSCs' airplanes are bursty.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, the burstiness of airplanes' arrival behavior in the air transportation system was analyzed. First, the empirical data of airplanes' arrival behavior in a wide range of hub airports were studied. It was universally observed that the CCDF of the IET in these airports followed power-law distributions with an exponent α = 2.5 and an exponential cutoff. These also agreed well with the theoretically calculated IET distributions in the case of an inhomogeneous Poisson process whose event rate was given by f (t) = Na sin(2nπt) + 1 (0 ≤ t ≤ 1, N → ∞) (which is called the Sine model) regardless of differences in the locations and main carriers of airports. The extent of the burstiness quantified using the cutoff value of the power-law distribution and burst strength parameter was large in most airports.
Moreover, the origin of the universally observed bursty behavior was investigated. Because of the network structure of the air transportation system (the so-called hub-and-spoke network with small-world and scale-free characteristics), the system has a strong demand to facilitate transit at hub airports. Passengers can easily transfer to connecting flights when airplanes arrive at the airports at almost the same time. This causes the number of airplanes' arrivals to fluctuate and the IET distribution to follow a power-law distribution with an exponent α = 2.5 and an exponential cutoff. We verify this analysis by proposing
Normal distribution model based on the mechanism mentioned above. This model is defined as an inhomogeneous Poisson process whose event rate is given by a mixture of normal distributions. Simulation and theoretical analysis of the model indicates that it can describe the bursty behavior observed in the empirical data. The mechanism is robust against the frequency of oscillation, the peakedness of the peaks, and the on-time performance of flights.
This robustness contributes to the universality of bursty behavior in the air transportation system.
Furthermore, we studied the relationship between each airline network and the bursty behavior of its arrivals at its main hub airport. The analysis indicated that the extent of the hub-and-spoke structure of airline networks and that of the burstiness of airplanes' arrivals were positively correlated. This result substantiated the mechanism for the bursty behavior described above. The hub-and-spoke airline networks of FSCs were characterized by transport of passengers from one peripheral airport to another via hub airports. Transit facilitation was necessary in these networks. In contrast, the extent of the hub-and-spoke structure of LCCs' networks was small, since most airports were connected by direct flights.
Thus, transit facilitation was not necessary in these networks. The fact that the cutoff value was large in the case of airlines with hub-and-spoke networks indicated that transit facilitation played a key role in the burstiness of airplanes' arrival behavior.
In conclusion, a universally observed bursty behavior was seen in the air transportation system, a human-made social network. Analyses on models and empirical data suggested that transit facilitation was the mechanism behind this behavior and that this mechanism was robust against variations of airports. The fact that many airports followed the same law was natural since, the system was optimized to maximize passengers' convenience and carriers' profit. In addition, the analysis of the necessity of transit facilitation by studying airline networks indicated that the bursty behavior originated from the hub-and-spoke network structure. One study has suggested that the heavy-tailed degree distribution of Wikipedia stems from bursty human activity [48] . These two results indicate that network characteristics, including small-world and scale-free, and activity behaviors such as burstiness are mutually correlated. The characteristic of one could not be fully understood Table I were also collected by BTS. The main carriers and their shares of airports were based on enplaned passengers (both arriving and departing).
APPENDIX B: VARIATION IN THE CUTOFF VALUE IN EACH AIRPORT
We discuss two reasons why airports vary in the cutoff values listed in Table. I. First, the fact that the LCCs' networks are characterized by small cutoff values mentioned in Sec IV explains the aggregated bursty behaviors in hub airports. In Table I , WN and B6 are LCCs.
The airport has a relatively small cutoff value if an LCC is a dominant carrier. Second, the main airline's share in each airport explains the extent of burstiness in airports. In Table I In addition, JFK has a small burst strength parameter. This is because the available dataset is limited to only domestic flights. In JFK, the share of international flights in all scheduled flights is large. As a result, the bursty behavior in JFK is not appropriately assessed, which results in a small cutoff value.
APPENDIX C: DETAILS OF THE FITTING PROCESS OF THE MODEL TO THE EMPIRICAL DATA OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MODEL
We discuss the fitting process in constructing the normal distribution model in Sec III. We divide the time space of the empirical data into subregions and set a peak in each subregion as follows. The number of scheduled arrivals at a certain time of a day is counted. The data from different days are aggregated in counting for a sufficient amount of data. We define time as the minimum (maximum) time when the t mv -min average of the number of scheduled arrivals at the time is minimal (maximal) in the range t − t range ≤ t ≤ t + t range .
Let t lmin s and t lmax s denote the local minimum and maximum times, respectively. The first subregion [t min,1 , t max,1 ] is defined as the region from 0 to the minimum of t lmin s and the ith subregion is defined by the region from t max,i−1 to the minimum of t lmin s such that ∃t lmax , t max,i−1 ≤ t lmax ≤ t lmin . Then, the ith peak t peak,i is defined by the minimum of t lmax s in the ith subregion. The parameters of the result in Fig 3 are t mv = 5 min and t range = 10 min. In this case, the time space has 16 subregions. 
APPENDIX D: BURSTINESS IN AIRPLANES' DEPARTURES
The bursty behavior of airplanes' arrivals is studied in Sec. II. In this Appendix, we study that of airplanes' departures. The CCDFs of the inter-departure time of airplanes in three hub airports are shown in Fig. 7 . The distributions follow power laws with exponential cutoffs, just as inter-arrival time distributions do. This result indicates that airplanes' departure behavior also obeys the same mechanism generating burstiness.
However, compared with inter-arrival time distributions, the slopes of the inter-departure time distributions on a log-log plot are slightly steeper. This indicates that the event rate expands as f (t −t i ) = c 1i + O((t −t i ) n ) asymptotically where n < 2 at local minimum points if we assume that the airplanes' departures follow an inhomogeneous Poisson process [31] .
This result suggests that the delay distribution is not a smooth function because of artificial controls. It is difficult to artificially control the arrival times of airplanes, which results in the smooth event rate. By contrast, since airplanes are on the ground, it is relatively undemanding to control the waiting time before airplanes take off, especially when runways are not fully utilized. Since runways are likely to be vacant near the local minimum points, the effect of this artificial control makes the delay time distribution unsmooth when the event rate is low and the resulting τ is large.
APPENDIX E: EXISTENCE OF INACTIVE REGIONS IN EMPIRICAL DATA
We discuss a model that follows an inhomogeneous Poisson process. If the event rate, f (t), is positive, the IET converges to 0 in the limit N → ∞, where N is the average number of total events in a trial. However, if there is a region t 0,min ≤ t ≤ t 0,max where f (t) = 0, the time interval between the last event before t = t 0,min and the first event after t = t 0,max is finite, even in the limit N → ∞. Thus, the rescaled IET τ / τ diverges to infinity in this limit. However, since the number of such regions is also finite, the percentage of the infinite rescaled IETs converges to 0 in this limit. Thus, it is not necessary to consider these regions if we take the limit. However, the number of events is finite in reality and these regions affect the result. We call the region with explicitly f (t) = 0 and f (t) = 0 as active and inactive regions, respectively. Most social behaviors have inactive regions, such as late at night when most people sleep. In the case of the air transportation system, no airplanes fly in most airports at night.
APPENDIX F: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SINE MODEL
We theoretically derive the CCDF of the IET of the Sine model in this Appendix. The event rate of the Sine model is f (t) = Na sin(2nπt) + 1 ((0 ≤ t ≤ 1). In the limit N → ∞, the event can be considered to occur every time. The rescaled IET at time t is given by τ / τ = X/f (t), where X = N∆x is a stochastic variable whose PDF is P (X) = e −X and 1/f (t) represents the average event interval. Then, considering the whole time period, the distribution of τ / τ ) is given by the product of the distributions of X and 1/f (t). Then, we obtain P (τ / τ ) = This result is independent of n since the distribution of 1/f (t) is the same regardless of n.
Moreover, when τ is sufficiently large, we obtain the approximate solution P (τ / τ ) ∼ 1 + 3a + 8a(1 − a)τ / τ 8 √ 2πa The CCDF of the IET is shown in Fig. 8 . A large parameter a reflects a heavy-tailed IET distribution. The exponent of the power law is 2.5 and independent of the parameter a. However, the larger the parameter a, the larger the cutoff value of the IET distribution.
When a = 0, the IET distribution is given by an exponential distribution. In the case of a > 0, the IET distribution is approximately given by a power-law distribution with an exponent α = 2.5 and an exponential cutoff when τ is large. When a = 1, the cutoff of the IET distribution vanishes. The parameters a = 0.5, 0.9, and 1.0 corresponds to the cutoff values τ 0 = 2.0, 10.0, and ∞. Any distributions between these extreme cases can be assessed using this parameter.
